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RESEARCH SUMMARY 
Relationsh ips lor predic ting consumption of forest 
floor duff and downed. dead. woody fuel were deter· 
mined to assist managers in planning prescribed fires. 
Data were analyzed from three previous prescribed fire 
stud ies in slash and nonslash fuels In cover types 
r. ompris ing a mixture of western larch. Oouglas·fir. 
pOf,derosa pine. lodgepole pine. Engelmann spruce. 
subalpi ne fir . and grand fir. Duff depth reduction. per· 
centf.lge duff depth reduction. and percentage mineral 
s~il are shown as regression functions of lower duff 
moisture content. entire duff moisture content . Na· 
tional Fire·Danger Rat ing System (NFOR) 1.000·hour 
moist ure content. Canadian Adjusted Duff Mois ture 
Code, preburn downed woody fuel loading . and 
preburn duff depth. Tests of the duff consumption 
relationships against other published data support 
their wide application. 
Lower duff moisture content was the best predictor. 
Preburn downed woody fuel loading was o f minor im· 
portance in the relat ionships. The NFDR 1.0oo·hour 
moisture predicted duff consumption wi th adequate 
prec ision for general guidance in developi ng fire 
prescriptions. 
The NFOR 1.000·hour moisture was a better predic· 
tor of duff consumption and lower duff moi sture than 
were two Canadian Duff Moisture Codes. The relation· 
ship between percentage mineral soil exposure and 
percentage duff reduction indicates that combust ion 
in duff progresses both downward and laterally. 
Consumption of downed woody fuel correlated 
st rongly with preburn loadings. Percentage consump· 
tion. however, related weakly to all independent varia· 
bles. Consumption differed substan tially between 
slash (81 percen t) and nonslash (46 percent) 4.n evalu-
ation of Sandberg and Oltmar's (1983) dialTl t; ( reduc· 
tion model based on large pieces of fresh slash under· 
estimated by 35 percent the consumption of mostly 
rotten nonslash fuel s. indica ting the ex tent that con· 
sumpt ion differs between sound and rotten material. 
BEST CO~y AVAiL~BlE 
Predicting Duff and Woody 
Fuel Consumed by Prescribed 
Fire in the Northern Rocky 
Mountains 
INTRODUCTION 
James K. Brown 
Michael A. Marsden 
Kevin C. Ryan 
E: izabeth D. Reinhardt 
Predicting the consumption of forest noor duff is es· 
sential to ski Uful planning of prescribed fires. Duff in-
cludes both t he fermentation and humus layers of the 
forest floor. Soil scient ists call duff the 02 soil horizon. 
Duff lies below the litter and above mineral soil . Duff in. 
fluences many facets of the forest ecosystem: thus broad 
ecological knowledge is needed to evaluate the effects of 
its combustion. Duff and assoc iated downed woody fuel 
must often be removed to reduce fire hazard. prepare 
seedbeds. kiU selected vegetation. and stimulate desired 
plants. J n contrast, retention of duff and woody material 
may be needed to protect sites from sun and erosion. en. 
hance microbiaJ ac tiv ity. and provide small animal habi-
tat. Smoke from the burning of duff may adversely af-
fec t air quality. To successfully accomplish t he 
sometimes complex objectives of prescribed fires. con-
sumpt ion of duff and woody fuel must be competently 
planned and executed. 
This paper presents numerical relationships of known 
prec ision for pred icting duff consumption. They were es. 
tab lished by assembling and analyzing data from three 
previous prescribed fire inves tigations and then test ing 
them against other publi shed da ta . Fuel loadings by di. 
ameter classes t hat differed among the s tudies were con-
\'erted to a common set of di ameter classes. The purpose 
of ass imilating data from several s tudies was to develop 
predictive models t hat could be easily used by practi -
tioners and that wou ld apply over a wide range of 
conditions. 
Duff consumption is often expressed in three ways: 
depth reduct ion. percentage dept h reduct ion. and per. 
centage mineral soil exposro. Each express ion is ap-
propriate to evaluati ng certain prescribed fire objec t ives. 
~l iner aJ soil exposure. for example. is commonly used to 
define sile preparation needs. Depth of duff reduction re-
la tes to actual amount consumed and smoke production. 
Percentage du ff red uction is useful for describing and 
setting objectives of presc ribed fire to lea\'e speci fied 
am. unts of du ff on site. 
r onsumption of duff is st rongly inOuenced by mois-
t ure content . Va n \Vagne r 119721 developed a model of 
duff consumption based on t heoret ical considerat ions of 
variation of name emiss ivity ..... ith water content. Empiri-
caJ coefficients for the model were derived from jack 
pine (Pinus banksiana). red pine (Pin li S resinosa l. and 
eastern whi te pine (Pinlls s troblls) s tands in eastern 
Canada. Sandberg 11 9801 found that Van Wagner's 
models required modifications to provide good predic· 
t ions for underburning in partially cut Douglas·fir 
s tands in Washington and Oregon. 
Sand berg's (1980) findings. and those by Artley and 
others 11 9781. Norum U977 1. and Shearer !l975) in west-
ern Montana agreed well and suggested that duff burns 
independent ly of surface fuels below a duH moisture con. 
tent of about 30 percent. In contras t . burning is meager 
above a mois ture content of about 120 percent. Between 
these moisture limits. combustion of duH appears related 
to its moisture content and heat from surface fire. Other 
factors such as preburn duff depth and phys ical distur-
bances of du rf may also influence the degree of consum p. 
tion . Because prescribed burning is frequently done at 
duff moisture contents between 30 and 120 percent. the 
relat ionships for predicting consumption need to be bt>t· 
ter understood and quantified. 
Some fire weather indices correla te reasonably ..... ell LO 
duff consumption. For example. Van Wagner () 9721 and 
Chrosciewicz 11978a.b) related duff consumption to the 
Duff rvloisture Code of the Canadian Fire Weather Sys. 
tern . Beaufait and others 119771 regressed duff consump. 
t ion against upper du ff moisture content and the Build-
up Index from t he old Not ional Fire--Dangt>r Rating Sys-
tem (USDA Forest Service 1964). Sandberg !I 980) denl -
oped equations for predicting rl uH depth reduction and 
mineral soil exposure from the National Fire·Danger 
Rating System (NFDR) l.OOO·hour moisture model 
!Deeming and others 19771. Although fire-dang!.'r rating 
indices relate only indirE'C tl v to du ff moisturl' content. 
they are easi!y d ~termined" Thus. relationships betw~n 
fi re·danger rating indices and duff consumption can be 
\'aluable for planning if they arc adequately precise. Ad. 
ditional invest igation is needed to confirm or modify 
Sandberg's find ings wi th the widely used NFDR 
1.000·hour moisture model. 
RF~i rn.v jllIIlIDI' 
Mineral soil exposure fonowing fire can vary considera-
bly. Efforts to predict exposure have sometimes been un· 
successful (Van Wagner 1972; Chrosciewicz 1918a.b,. 
Norum's (1977) procedure for predicting mineral soil ex· 
posure. which assumes that duff burns ~ff in uniform 
layers. was successful in a stud~ of undis~urbed f?els . 
but was unsuccessful when applied followmg partial cut-
tings ISandherg 1980). Physical disturbance of the duff 
and a tendency for duff to bum laterally rather than 
downward may cause inconsistent results when using 
this method. 
Martin and others 11979) concluded that fuels less 
than 1,4-inch diameter are almost completely consumed 
by fire over a wide range of environmental conditions. 
Branchwood from \I.t- to 3-inch diameter is largely can· 
sumed. Norum (1976) found that consumption of 0- to 
!I.t-inch. IA- to I-inch. and 1· to 3·inch diameter woody 
fuels was strongly correlated to prebum loading of these 
fuels and moisture content. Other than this, little has 
been reported on predictive equations for consumption of 
small. downed. woody fuels (3-inch diameter and 
smaller). 
Consumption of large woody fuels (larger than 3·inch 
diameter) depends primarily on their moisture content. 
degree of rot. and arrangement. Albini {l0761 developed 
a theoretical model that predicts consumption of large 
fuels and time history of intensity. The model. which is 
largely untested. assumes a random distribution of 
pieces and depends on moisture content and planform 
overlap. In underbuming of natural ":tels. Narum (1976) 
found that moisture content and loading of smaller fuels 
were significant predictors of large fuel consumption. 
Sandberg and Ottmar (1983). in c.bl .. yard~ logging d~ 
bris, observed that unit average consumption ~~ not ID-
fluenced by piece arrangement. species COmpoe1tloD. or 
age of slash. They furnished equations for es~ating 
large fuel consumption 8!i a function of fuel mOisture 
content. 
By examining data from several sources, this study 
fu.m.isbes predicuve equationa over a wide range of 
prebum fuel conditions. EJ:peri.mentaJ ~ in slash and 
nonslash fuels from several cover types and ignited in 
varying patterns are included in the ana1ysi~ A new. 
technique is used to evaluate exposure of ~eral soil. 
The predictive equations include o~e. or two mde~ndent 
variables readily obtained by practitioners. Pract ical . 
results are presented in a section on management appli· 
cations and the details of analysis discussed in another 
section. 
METHODS 
Data from the following prescribed burn studies in 
western Montana and northern Idaho were assimilated 
and analyzed: 
1. Beaufait and others (977)-This study was con· 
ducted in clear-cut logging slash created in old·growth 
forests when utilization standards were less stringent 
t han today (fig. I). This was perhaps the first study in 
Figure f . - A broadcas t bum in clearcut logging slash al Miller CrB6k. 
BEST em AVAILABLE 
the w .. tern United States to rente burn accomplish· 
ment to fuel quantity and moisture conteDt quantita-
tively. SlasbiDg ond directional felling were used to 
maiDtain fueJ continuity. N() mechanical preparation was 
done within the study unito. The study is referred to as 
Miller Cn!ek·Newmon Ridge IMNI in this paper. 
2. Narum 11976f-This study occurred in "" uncut 
mature stand dominated by Douglas-fl,. lfig. 21. It .. as 
prompted by the "-' for guides to assist in the plan· 
ning of UDderbums to reduce fuels. This study is re-
foned to as Lub~t ILl. Data Wen! onaJyted as spring 
ILsI aDd falllLfl oeto. 
3. B .. ken ond Neuenoch .. aDder 1l98I1-Thi. study 
was conducted in 8el'al ponderosa pine stands that bad 
been oeIoctively harv .. ted followed by mechanical piling 
in 1978. Loging disturhence to tbo surface fuel""d soil 
varied substantially among units. The purpooo of tbe 
study .... to relate prebum conditions aDd fire hebavioc 
to accomplishment of silviculturaJ objectives. This study 
site is refoned to .. nocthem Idaho INII. 
Study site. are described further in table I . 
Analysis of duff .... empbasUed in this report because 
the data were sampled witb _table reliability in all 
studies .. xl promised to offer rentionshipa useful to 
planning of p.-..cribed fires. Small woody fuel. which in· 
Table 1.-Oescrtptlon of study sites 
Location 
MU .... - Newm.n 
Flathead and Lola 
Nallonal Forests. 
MT 
Lubrecht 
University at Montana 
Lubrecht Experimental 
Forest , MT 
Figure 2.-Fuel and stand conditions prior to 
underoumlng a unit at lvbrecht. 
eludes material less than 3 inches in diameter. was also 
adequately sampled in all studies and was used as aD in-
dependent variable to predict duff consumption. Sam· 
pling of luge fuels. bow~ver. was adequate only for 
Lubrecht and northern Idaho. Our ""alysis was directed 
at determining relationships not explored in the other 
studies and examining relationships &om combined data. 
Northern Idaho 
Coeur d'Alene 
Indian Aeservat ion, 
'0 
Cover Iype Western larchl 
Douglas-fir 
Western larch/Douglas -
Ii , 
Ponderosa pine: 
sparse Douglas - lir 
unders tory 
Plot size, 
acres 
Slope, 
percent 
Elevation, 
, .. , 
Burn dales 
Dead 1 - hour 
lime lag fuel 
moisture. 
percent 
Ignilion 
pattern 
primarily: other 
species were grand lir. 
ponderosa pine, 
lodgepole pine, 
subalpine Ur, 
Engelmann spruce, and 
western o,Tihll e pine 
2-'h 
910 76 
4,200 to 5,400 
May. June. July. 
Aug .. Sept.. Ocl.. 
1961 - 69 
610 2t 
Single headlire 
V, 
20 to 50 
4,790 
May, June, July, 
Sep!.. Oct. , 
1913 
910 35 
Sirip headUre 
'I. to 2V, 
o to 30 
2.590 to 2,890 
Sept.. Oct . 1978 
9 to 21 
Strip headl' re, 
single headUre. 
backllre 
BEST em AVAILABLE 
Small (uel loadi ngs ranged (rom 0.1 to 36 tons/acre 10.2 
to 8 1 Lfha). DuH depths ranged (rom 0.1 to 4.3 inches 
(0.3 to II em), Ranges o( all variables and thei r abbrevi· 
a t ions are shown in table 2. 
1'0 facilitate comparison of da ta (or small. woody fllels , 
loarl ings by diamete r class for Miller Creek and Newman 
Ri dge were conver ted La t he conventional 0- to I ~ -i nch 
(0- t o 0.6-cm). ,~- to I-inch 10.6- to 2.5·cml. and I- to 
3·inch 12.5· to 7.6-cm) classes. appendix L These cor· 
respond to t he NFDR I·, 10·. and IOO·hour average 
mois ture t imelag size c1ass,,'s (F'osberg 19701 ad hered to 
in t he other studies. 
Table 2.-Aanges of variables Sludied 
Variable 
Dull de pth reduction , 
percent 
Minerai SOi l exposure. 
percen l 
Dull depth reduction. 
Inches 
Preburn du ff dep lh. 
Inches 
Lower dull mOiSlure 
content. perr.en! 
Entire du ll mOis ture 
content. percen t 
NFDA 1.000 - hour 
'Imelag moisture 
conten t. pe rcenl 
Canadian AdJusled 
Dull Mois ture Code 
Pre burn 0 - 3'Inch 
woody fuel load. 
Ions/acre 
o 3'Inch woody fuel 
consumed. Ions/ac re 
Preburn 0 - ' -inch 
woody luel toad. 
Ions/acre 
Precurn 3 - ·.nch 
woody fuel load. 
Ions/acre 
3· woody tuel 
consumed. Ions/ac re 
Abbreviation 
OR 
DPRE 
l OM 
EOM 
TH 
ADMe 
WT3 
CWT3 
WTl 
WHG 
CWTl G 
MN 
1 to 100 
o to 93 
o to 2.4 
0.1 to 3.2 
40 to 219 
30 (n 22' 
7 10 25 
1310249 
12.84 to 35.80 
807 10 29.88 
3.44 to 14.80 
No attempt was made to model fu el reduction 
separately for 0- to Ij~ -inc h . I ~ - to l ·inch. and 1- to 3-inch 
classes. Ins tead, diameter classes were grouped. Woody 
ruels 0 to 1 inch and 0 to 3 inches were analyzed 85 sep-
arale variables. Fuel consumpt ion for O· :'0 Iwinch. If, - to 
I -inch. and 1- to 3·inch classes was not evaluated be-
cause incomplete combus tion may cause ':;~y pieces to 
change diameter classes. This int roduces error in deter-
mining consumption for any single class. The 0- to l ·inch 
and 0- 1,0 3·inch classes were considered large ennugh to 
furnish reasonably accurate es t imates of consumption by 
minimizing these errors. 
Siudy Location' 
l , l . N' 
23 to 73 14 to 35 o to 56 
1 to SlOta 16 
0.6 to 3.0 0.5 to 1.1 o to 1. 1 
1.710 4.3 2.0 10 3.3 0.6 to 2.6 
23 to 103 40 to 145 
16 to 102 28 10 106 9 10 46 
l' to 15 ' 3 to 18 17 to 20 
91 to '62 26 to 86 33 10 119 
' .44 10 7.(i8 133 10 4.27 0.10 to 11 06 
0.21 to 6 41 o to 2 , 3 0 10 10.40 
0.5510 2.13 0.64 to' ,3 0.03 to 10.27 
484104796 955 10 4692 I) to 37 44 
o to 4\ \0 31610 39.43 .. 10 '6.97 
Reacllon '"tenSity. 
Btu/min/tt l RI 1.321 10 5.881 46 to 2.677 431 to 1.872 826105.302 
IMN Miller Newman l , lUClfecht la ll l , l utlrecnl SOling. NI nollnern Idaho 
BEST em AV~LABLE 
A strategy for anaJysis involved these steps: 
1. Examine scattergrams to identify outliers Ilnd pas· 
sible relationships. A few implausible outliers were 
discarded. 
2. Perform regression analysis on candidate rela tion· 
ships for separate and pooled data sets. Criteria followed 
in detE'rmioing functional relationships were to keep 
functional forms as simple as possible. keep the number 
of variables to a minimum. and involve onlv variablE's 
t hat have a physicaJ reason for existence a~d can be ob· 
tained by managers. 
3. Select goud·fitting relationships: regressions that 
ha\'e low standard errors of estimate and predict weI) for 
other data se ts. Goodness·of·fit of given functions to 
their own and to ot her data sets was evruuated using the 
average difference between observed and predicted 
\'alues to indicate bias Itable 3) The root mean square of 
diHerences between observed and predicted values 
provided estimates of precision. Standard errors of the 
estimate from regr-ession analysis were numericaJly close 
to t he root mean square of differences. Thev differed 
only in that the denominator for the stand~rd error was 
degrees of freedom rather than number of ob~ ... rva tions. 
Standard errors and r2 values f()r severaJ segmented 
regressions were based on data for both segments. 
4. Pick the best fitting relationships and test them 
against other fuel consumption data and relationships in 
the literature . .. Bes t " equations were those having the 
smalles t s tandard errors and most consistent predictions. 
Preliminary Duff Anal) sis 
Determination of mineral soil expo8ure. - MineraJ soil 
('xposure was not observcd directly on the stud\' sill'S. 
InSlead. it was calculated from preburn and po~tburn 
duff deptns measured at duH spikes Ifig. 31. Mineral soil 
was cons idered exposed when 0.4 inch 11.0 COl) or less of 
unburned organic material was left after a fire. This 
criterion of mineral soil was chosen because post£ire duff 
less than 0.5 inch (1.3 cml in depth can be considered 
mineral soil for germinating seedlings (OeByle 1981 : 
Shearer 19831. Germinating seedlings can penetrat e 
through 0.5 inch of duff to become established in 
mineral soil. Also. addit ional duff reduction due to physi· 
cal deterioration and decomposition seems to occur duro 
ing t he year or so fOllowing fire. Th is reduces res idual 
duff even further beyond its immediate postfire quan· 
tity. A third reason for the O.4·inch 11 .0·cml residual duff 
criterion is that residual duff depl l1 " cannot be meas ured 
very accurately until more than 01 'ut 0.2 inch to.5 em) 
of duff is vresent. Scattergrams of percentage mineral 
soil versus median residuaJ duff depth. using 0.2 inch 
and 0.4 inch as criteria for mineral soil showed less scat· 
ter for the O.4·inch criterion. Thus. a O.4·inch residual 
depth appeared large enough to measure accu rately and 
small enough to qualify as a mineral soil seedbed. 
Minimum durr dept h.-Examination of scattergr3ms 
indicated that at preburn duff depths of less than about 
0.8 inch 12 em). the relationships between duff consump· 
tion and the independent variables became erratic. For 
Table 3.-SlallsttCS on preCrSron and bias for dull reductron and mineral SOr l exposure eQuations shown rn the text 
Data Avera e 0 - P 
Equation source ' N 
" 
MN L, L. N. L, 
DuH Depth Reduction. Inch 
MN. l r 71 076 031 0 0.03 - 0.67 
- 1.26 0.30 0.38 0.74 MN 60 66 34 0 34 
- .32 143 34 .70 50 MN. Lr 71 72 33 02 .14 .81 89 32 39 .86 92 MN 60 63 .36 0 .47 41 • '0 35 76 54 1.14 MN. L, 71 58 4 ' - 04 .25 
- .40 45 35 
.6' 46 52 MN. L,. N' 11 9 75 3. .06 .08 
- 62 - .06 .36 .37 .68 20 MN. l , 7. 48 46 .05 .27 
. '5 - 59 .40 .67 27 .65 
Duff Depth Reduction. Percent 
MN. l r 71 07. 14. 6 
- 3 6 25 • ' 44 11 5 28.5 
MN. l , 7. 74 13.5 6 2.6 21 .6 13.6 11 6 278 
' 0 MN. L 7. 69 . 47 .3 1.6 30.4 49.4 14.9 117 33. 1 5 . 3 II MN. l 79 66 15.2 .7 6.6 14. 1 14.6 123 19.6 
.2 L, II 58 ' 05 5J7 1 - 18. 1 59.4 8.9 22.2 
' 3 MN l , 7. 55 .76 6 32 25.5 15. ' 82 11 7 269 '93 
• 4 MN. L. . N' 119 58 '64 • 9 49 
- 16.0 36 '93 11 .9 '85 12 J 
' 5 MN L, 7. 49 '89 5 2.6 15 :'I 205 '96 '22 .72 234 
'6 MN l. 66 85 99 28 13.8 24 80 '57 54 
.7 
Minerai Soli Exposure. Percent 
MN. L 72 0 58 '6 • 26 143 235 .57 '70 28.3 
.8 L, II 53 100 2' 6 0 '00 273 9 • .14 
' 9 MN. L 72 56 '64 '7 82 303 '65 I.:. ,j 335 20 MN L 80 55 167 .8 • 4 • 22 '73 92 '68 :. MN 6. 40 203 0 '8 3 3' • 200 2. 3 322 22 L. II 36 117 226 0 ' 06 J09 '06 4.4 23 MN l. 66 85 96 27 '34 59 79 '52 ,5 
l " II Luo 'ee/'l! (1 .1101 L. luf;l l eC I\1 iolll Ls Lu!)r('c h l 50""9 
'0 OOSf!r ~e(l .l ' ·'d(l e values I,o m Ourn~ u n ' ts P o l~'c,ea values 
8EST CO~Y AVAILABLE 
Figure 3.-MMsuflHfHIOt of duff reduction 
along a spike. The hNd of the spike was 
flush with the top of the duff before the fire. 
example. sometimes plots with very dry duff sho",ed al-
mO!t total consumption and sometimes very limited con-
sumption. Variability in consumption was more plausible 
for duff greater than 0.6 to 0,8 inch 11 .5 to 2 em) in 
depth. 
]n a current study of duff combustion. Frandsen 
(1983) similarly observed that sustained burnout of duff 
ceases at an average depth of 0.6 inch U.S cm). 
Frandsen 11983) also found that such shallow duff 
tended to have more incorporated mineral matter. which 
may retard combustion. Because of the erratic consump-
tion of shallow duff layers. preburn duff depth observa· 
tions less than 0.6 inch U.5 em) were eliminated from 
our analyses. 
Poaeible bias in MN clata.-Beaufait and others (977) 
reported that a bias due to dependence between fuel 
loadings and fuel moisture content dt ·veloped at Miller 
Creek. Plots having heavy downed woody loadings were 
burned at higher fuel moistures because of 8 tendency to 
presai~bum the mO!t flammable plota under relatively 
safe fire.weather conditions. 
Correlation analysis and scattergrams suggest that t he 
bias has more influence on downed woody fuel consump-
tion than on duff consumption. Plots of duff depth over 
NFDR 1,()()()"hour moisture content show no correlation 
(r = 0.026). Duff depth and lowo< duff moisture were 
" . akly correlated (r = 0.17). Duff depth and upper duff 
moisture content. which we did not include as a variable. 
were correlalt"d (r = 0.371. Regressions using NFDR 
1,()()()'hour moisture content and ().. to 3·inch woody fuel 
loading as dummy variables ""ere attempted to overcome 
possible bias difficulties. This attempt. however. failed 
to improve precision or show consistent positive correia· 
tions between duff cons\lmption and 0. to 3-inch woody 
fuel loading. 
]n analysis of small woody fuels. 0. to Yt·inch and 114-
to I-inch diameter !oad.ings were positively correlated 
with 1- and 100hour time1ag moiature contents. However. 
NFDR I.OOO-hoor moisture conteDt ODd I· to 3·inch 
woody fuel loadings were not correlated. The extent of 
possible bias in duff and small woody fuel consumption 
remains vague, but was probably inconsequential in duff. 
Spri .. nr..,.-Fireo occurring during May and June 
w .... comidered spring hl1n1O. Eight MilI .... Newman 
spring fires "ere recorded. Scatt.ergram5 indicated that 
Miller-Newman sprin"i and fall fires were from a common 
population. Nine Lubl «ht spring fires were recorded. 
Our scatt.ergrams agreed with Narum's (976) previous 
analysis and indicated that spring and fall fires were 
from diff ..... t populations. The Luhrecht spring fires 
happened during a particularly dry spring following a 
winter of low snowfall. Because these fires burned duro 
ing unusual spring weather and indicated a different pat· 
tern of fuel consumption than the fall fires , we (like 
Norum) analyzed the data as separate sets. Ana.:.yses in-
cluding Luhrecht spring fires usually showed reduced 
precision compared to analyses not including spring 
fires. In a few cases, however, inclusion of these fires 
with other data sets improved precision. 
Trall.formaUoD 01 data. -Nonlinear relationships ex-
isted among some variables. To improve linearity, 
reciprocal and logarithmic transformations of most varia-
bles were tried in corretation and regression analysi.. . 
Transformations improved some correlations. but th~ im· 
provements were generally small and not consistent 
among the data sets. Correlation coefficients between 
transformed and untransformed variables are displayed 
in appendU II . Both NFDR I()()'hoor and I.OOO-hour 
timelag moisture contents were analyzed as independent 
variables because the moisture timelag of duff may be 
between the two. They were positively correJated as ex-
pect.eti. In regression analysis. the 1.()()()'hour timelag 
moisture related more precisely with duff consumption: 
thus, equations having the l()()'hour were not reported. 
Lowei' aDd upper dull moiature.-Moisture contents 
were measured for the lower half and upper half of duff 
at Miller-Newman and L'jbrecht. and for the entire duff 
profile in northern Idaho. An average moisture content 
IEDMI for the entire duff proftle at Miller-Newman and 
Lubrecht was calculated as the mean moisture content 
for the lower half and upper half of the duff. Moisture 
contents for the lower and upper duff layers were posi-
tively correlated. Moisture for the lower layer was more 
highly correlated with dependent variables than was true 
for the upper layer. In regression analysis. upper duff 
moisture failed to explain significant variation beyond 
that explained by lower duff moisture. Thus. the results 
reported are based on moisture for the lower duff layer 
and the entire duff profile . 
MANAGEMENT APPLICATIONS 
This section contains the best relationships for predict· 
ing fuel consumption to help in planning prescribed fires. 
_ ~DUT rnlV IUIllaRl F 
They s hould apply to a wide runge of fuels and CO\ 'e r 
ty pes. The duH consumpt ion relat ionships are the most 
useful because they are reasonably precise and relole to 
many important fire effects. 
The first step in planning is to clearly define the objec-
tives of the fire apart from the purpose for presc rib ing 
it . The objec ti \,es shou ld specify what the firt:' it self is to 
;\ccompli sh immediately . These fire objecti\'t:'s basically 
I"1 vol\'e specifying how mUl' h organic material shou ld be 
cl1nsumed and what vegetation should be killed or left 
aJive. Constraints on allowing a fire to burn mus t also be 
d earh' defined. Constraints ob\'ious l\' include control o f 
the fi~e and ma\' also iO\'olve needs ~o retain som£> duH 
and large down~d woody material on th(> burnPd s ites . 
Once the desired remo\'al of duff and woody material is 
specified . fuel mois ture content s ex pected to ac hie\'e it 
can be determined from the relationships in t hi s report. 
Determining a fire presc ription to resu lt in spedfied 
amounts of fuel consumption can be \' iewed as a three-
step process: 
l. Dec ide how much fuel shou ld be left on the ground 
after the fi re. 
2. Determi ne the amou nt of fuel that should be 
removed. 
3. DNermine a range in fuel mois turp contpnt s for 
achieving thp sppc ified fuel rpmoval. 
S teps 1 and 2 require cons idera tion of many fac tors. 
including needs for sP'edbed preparation. fUl'l haza rd 
reduction. protec t ion of s ites to resist erosion. and provi· 
s ion for maintaining desirab le nit rogen l e\'(' I ~. Xeeds for 
du ff rt'mo\' a1 and duff retention may conOin and may 
rpquire either a compromise on objecti\'es and con· 
straints or the selection of another alternati ve. 7 he 
ranges in cond itions tabulated be low are sui table for ap' 
plication of the predictive relationships report l>Ci here. 
Cond itions Rong" 
r"'er 3~e du ff 0.5 to ·L1 
dt'Pl h. mche~ 
A \'eragt> lo ..... "r 
d uff mois tu re. pet 
An rage entire 
du ff moie;.t url'. p..:t 
\\'uod~ o: urface fu(' l ~ 
30 '~ and grE'ater 
:lO '~ and grE'all' r 
Re!'l- t 'mited to 
midt:'ievat iun fores t s 
dominated b \· ..... es tern 
lar(·h. Dougl~s. fir . 
~rand fir. ponrieroe;.n pine. 
lod~epol f' pine. 
Engelmann spru(·p. 
e;.u halpine fir , and \\'l':o lern 
..... hit e pine 
S la e;. h and non ~la:oh 
Sl n p h ... 41d flr ('e;. . 
poo:o:)bly hac k fir(>o:. 
ar ... .. )({nnion unt £>"t f-d 
Appl ication beyond thest' conditions cou ld resu lt in 
large errors. ~ I ost of thp duff consumption rt:'iations hips 
were derived from variab le d uta. Thus ...... ide limits on 
reliabilit y o f predictions should c,(> kt'pt in mi nd when 
predicting d uH consumption. Dt'vialions from prt'dictt"d 
values art' probably inOuenced primarily by degree of 
soil di s turbance. variation in duff dept h and moisture 
content. and nWlhod of ignition. Ci enerul1y. less can· 
sumpt ion than pred ic ted can be ex pet:ted where logging 
distu rbance is considerable. In contrast. more l'onsump-
tion can be expected where t he firing method result s in 
ignition of all surface fuels. The most accurate prerl ic-
tions can bt' expected where the terrai n is uni form and 
tn t:> s t ands ha\'e dE'nlopf'd under c1osl'd or nE'ariy dO~l>d 
l'anopies . In presc ribed burn unit s where SI t> ,d hi s tory 
and microclimate are varied . the area can be stratified 
and more t han one prediction made. 
Duff Depth Reduction 
The depth of Gu ff consumed may be used to estimatp 
the actuaJ change in organic matter and nutril'nt s on <I 
s ite. It also relates to the amount of smoke produced by 
burning IOltmar 198-11 . If seed s tored in t hE' forE's t noor 
and the rooting depth of plan ts are known, t hE' depth of 
duff consumed can be used to e\'aluate a firE"s im pact on 
post burn sUl·cession. 
DuH dl'pth reduction can be predicted from lower duff 
moist ur£' cont (>nt i'1 figure -I . Knowledge of preburn duff 
dE'pth IDPREI. from eithE'r on·si te m(>asurement s or ob-
se rvat ions of s imi lar si tes. shou ld be ut ilized in figur (> -I 
for best accuracy. If preburn depth i ~ not known. as-
sume it is 2 inches 15 cml. This value is dose to tht' 
ave mge prehurn duH dept h of th is s tudy . It i!' s lightly 
gr ea ter than the uV('rage duff depth found m 'l'r a broad 
range of cover types in t hE' ~orthern Hocky ~tou nt a; ns 
IBrown a nd See 198 11. 
U]M R DUff MO ISTU RE IPCT! 
Fu;ure J - DuH deaf" teduc r,on .. etSus I(H\E't 
{luff mOISlure COMenl v ~ oreoum du ff (feotns 
.eQuiHto n 11 One standard ettor abou t 
orealc t lons IS 0 J InCh 108 cm) Numvers 
illong Curves Identdy pret'Ju ' fl aulf deo ths 
BEST em AVAILABLE 
Moisture content for the entire duH profile can be sub-
stitUled for lo ..... er duff moisture in figure -I . This will re-
sult in du ff reduction being overpredicted by an average 
0.15 inches 10.4 cml. an inconsequential amount for prac-
tical purposes. Lower duff moisture i::; recommended fO.r 
planning duff consumption in prescri~ed fires bec~use It 
relates more closely to duff consumption over a Wider 
range of condit ions thon entire duff mois ture. Some- . 
times. however. it is not practicaJ to separate duff mOIs-
ture samples into upper and lower s trata, particularly 
when duff depths are I inch or less. I n such cases or for 
personal pre ference. the entire d uff moisture ca~ be ap-
plied sati sfactorily to p redicting duff consumpuon. 
The NFD ll 1.000·hour mois ture content can be used Lo 
predict duff depth reduction in figure 5. If duff depth is 
unknown. assume a depth of 2 inches (5 em). The recom-
merded use of figure 5 is for long-range planning and for 
judging ..... hen duff moisture content s are approaching 
the prescribed range. Users should be aware of two 
potenti al sources of error. Firs t. the NFDR l.OO?-hour 
mois ture content is intended to apply to 3- to 6-meh 17.6· 
l O 15·cml logs !Deeming and others 19711. not duff. Log 
mois ture content is dependent primarily on the duration 
of rai n. whereas the duff moisture is more s t rongly de· 
t ermined by the amount. The second potential source of 
error is in extrapola ti ng from a weat her sLation to a 
burn s ite. If precipitation differs between these locD' . 
tions. predictions of duff consumption will be in error m 
proport ion to the difference in precipitation. 
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Figure S. - Duff deplh reduc l lon lIersus 
NFDR I.OOO·hour mOisture Oy preOurn du ff 
depths /eQuatlon 6}. One standard error 
aDout predictions .s 0.3 Inch (0.8 cm ) Num· 
bers along curves Ident ify pretium duff 
depths 
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Percentage Duff Depth Reduction 
Percentage duff depth reduction is useful because it 
describes duff consumpt ion independent of duff depth. It 
is easily unders tood by others as a prescribed fire objec-
tive and is especially suitable for describing the amount 
of duff to be left unburned fo r needs such as s ite protec· 
tion. Percentage duff reduction can be predicted from 
lower duff mois ture. using figure 6. It can also be 
p redicted by substitut ing entire duff moisture for lower 
duH moisture in figu re 6 and adjust ing percentage d uff 
reduction as follo ..... s: 
Entire duff moisture 
Percent 
Less than 80 
Dun depth reduction 
Percen t 
Subtract 10 
80 to 120 Subtract [, 
Greater than 120 No change 
When duff moiQture content exceeds 150 pcrc£'nt for 
either the entire duff profile or the lower layer. du ff con-
sumption will remain about 10 to 15 percent. This as· 
sumes t hat a spreading fire is possible. At low duff 
mois tures . 80 to 100 percent consumption can be 
expected. . 
The relationship bet ..... een percentage duff reduct ion 
and NF'DR 1.000·hour mois ture is imprecise and best 
used as an indicator of ..... hen duff moisture may be 
within presc ription. Generally . when NFDIl 1.000-hour 
moisture fall s below 25 percent . percenlage du ff con-
sumption begins increasing. Duff moisture contents are 
apt. to be ..... ithin prescr iptio n when NF'DR 1.000-hour 
moisture is between 10 and 25 percent. 
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The relationship between percentage duff reduction 
and percentage mineral soil exposure in figure 7 shows 
how much duff must be removed to expose varying 
amounts of mineral soil. It can be used. fo r example. to 
evaJuate whether objectives to create mineral seedbeds 
are ~ompatible with objectives to retain duff for site pro-
tection and as a source of nitrogen. 
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Figure 7.-Percentage duff reduction verS{IS 
percentage mineral soil exposure (equation 
16;. The dashed tines are one standard error 
prediction bands. As a rule of thumb. per. 
centage duff reduction equals percentage 
m ineral soil expOSure plus 15 percent 
Percentage Mineral Soil Exposure 
The predicting of mineral soil exposure is most com-
monly used for planning use of fire to prepare seedbeds. 
Percentage mineral soil can be predicted using figu re 8. 
which offers separate curves for light and moderate to 
heavy downed woody surface fuels . Light fuels are can. 
sidered as less tha n 10 tons per ac re (22.4 t/ha) of O· to 
3· inch woody fuel. This includes s lash from light cut-
ti ngs and most nonslas h fu els. Moderate to heavy fuels 
are considered as 10 tons per acre and greater of O· to 
3-inch downed woody fuel typically from par t ial cutting 
and cJearcutting activities. Moisture content for the en-
ti re duff profile can be subst ituted for moisture of the 
lower duff layer when estimating percentage mineral soil 
for the heavit!r fuel loading curve in figure 8. using the 
following adjustments: 
Entire duff moisture 
Percent 
Less than 40 
40 to 90 
90 to 120 
Greater than 120 
Mineral soil exposure 
Pf'rCf'nt 
Subtract 5 
Subtract 10 
Subtract 5 
No change 
The relationship between percentage mi neraJ soil ex. 
posure and NFOR 1,000·hour mois ture was imprecise as 
it was for percentage duff reduction. The foUowing 
guidelines indicate when duff moistures are within 
prescription: 
NFDR l ,OOO-how moisture 
Percent 
Greater than 25 
10 to 25 
Less than 10 
Mineral soil expos ure 
Percen t 
Less than 10 
10 to 50 
Greater than 50 
Small Woody Fuels 
Generally. percentage consumption of smaJl woody 
fuels is consistently high when Ivadings of this material 
exceed 10 tonslacre 122.4 t/hal . Consumption is variable 
but considerably less at lighter loadings. The following 
tabulation offers as much precision for predicting per. 
centage small woody fuel consumption as is reliable and 
practical: 
Small woody fuel loading 
Tons/acre 
Less than 10 
10 and greater 
Consumption 
Percen t 
Less than 50 
70 to 90 
The influence of small woody fuel moisture content on 
percentage consumption appears mi nor once fire spread 
is sustained. When quantities of small woody fuels are 
light. however. percentage consumeJ depends partly on 
fuel continuity. Spread of fire is disrupted in sparsely 
di stributed fuels. thus creating unburned fuel patches. 
In presc ribed burning. however. the method of ign ition 
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FIgure B.- Percentage minerai SOil exposure 
versus lower dull moisture for (J. to 3·inch 
downed woody surface luelloadings of less 
than 10 tons/acre (equation 18) and )0 
tons/acre anrl greater (equation' 7). Standard 
errors lor predic tions are 10 and 16 percent. 
respectively. 
BEST em AVAILABLE 
can partially ovcrcome the breakdown in fitt' spread to 
increase fue l consumption. Because of th is. prediction of 
percentfl1';e consl!ll1ption in light quantit ies of smail 
wnody fucls may remain imprecise. 
Large Woody Fuels 
,\ lthotlgh fuel mois ture is dea rly the primary innuence 
on large woody fud (:onsumption. quantified b~idance 
for predit·t.ing consumpt ion is meager. especia lly in the 
;'Ilorthern Horky Mounta ins. Until new information is 
publish£><!. · .• e sug:ges t consu lting the fo ll owing sources 
of information for b'Uidance: 
Recen t harvesti ng s las h ISA ndberg a nd Dltmar 
198:11.-The apprnximate relationship between la rge fuel 
l:onsumption and NFOH 1.000· hour moisture (based on 
midpoint diameters of size classes ) is: 
NFOR I,QOO..hour Consum tion 
moh.ture 
PeTc«' ,,' 
10 
l;i 
10 
15 
30 
:1 to 6 inches 
PercPtl' 
100 
95 
~O 
65 
·10 
6 to 9 inches 
Pprc'ellt 
~O 
70 
5fl 
'10 
25 
Nonslash ruel under burns INorum 19761.-The follow· 
ing- t-tcnl'rality is based on the finding that large woody 
fU4!lcon slImption and duff reduct ion are correlated: 
Lower durr 
moisture 
P('rC('II' 
o to ·1O 
40 to 100 
100 + 
Consumption 
Percellt 
:i0 to 100 
10 to 50 
I.ess thun 20 
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
Hesults of analyses are discussed separately under 
duff depth red uction. percentuge duff depth redllction. 
and percentage minera l soil exposure. Stat istics on preci-
s ion and bias of the equat ions in this section are shown 
in table 3. In addition. numbers of burn units IN). coeffi · 
cients of determination (r~ l. and s tandard errors of 
regression (scI arc shown below each equat ion. i\lf'tric 
units for all equations arc shown in appendix III . When 
addition of a second indepe:-.dent. variable resu lted in a 
signi ficant and mea ningfu l improvement in precision. 
equations havir.g one and t.wo independent variabll's are 
presented. 
Duff Depth Reduction (DR) 
T he bes t equations having lower duff moi sture (1.01'11 
as an independent vnriablc were: 
Oil = 1.02S - 0.00R9 I.OM + 0..117 O rRE III 
(N = 71. r~ = O.7S. se = O.:JII 
DH = 1."01 - 0.0079 LlHI 
1.'\1 = 60. r~ = 0.66. se = 0.:1 ·11 
(11 
10 
The best equations having ent ire duff mois ture IEOMI 
as an independent \'uriable were: 
DR = 0.881 1 - 0.0096 E OM + 0..139 OrR E 131 
IN = 71. r ~ = 0.72. se = 0.3:3) 
O H = 1.682 - 0.0080 EOM 
IN = 60. r: = 0.63. "ie = 0.36) 
Whel<> duff layers are thin . such as in northern Idaho. 
it is impract ical to separate upper a nd lower duff for 
mois ture sampling. I n t hese situations entire duff 
moistures ar~ the most appropriate for characterizing 
dufe. Where duff depth exceeds about t inch 12.5 COlI. 
however. there is a t rndeoff hetween simplicity and pre· 
cision. Collecting lower duff samples by separati ng the 
lower oO{~ .. holf of the duff from the duff and litter above 
should produce the most precise prediction . In contrast. 
collect ing samples from the entire duff layer a\'oids the 
task of separa tion but may result in u less precise es ti· 
mate of duff consumption. 
Using both duff moisture and preburn duH depth 
(OrRE) as independent variables produces regression 
equations that arc more precise than t hose with du ff 
mois ture as a sing le independent va ri able (compare equa· 
tions t and 2 and equat ion!'! 3 and 41 . For preburn duff 
depths less than 2 inches and lower duff moistures less 
than about 50 percent. depth reduced approaches the 
preburn depth (fig. 41. Examination of plotted data 
s howed tha t when duff is dry. preburn duff depth and 
tluff depth reduced are highly correlated because dry 
duff .l!eneraHy burns out well . When damp. such as 
above about 100 percen t ~Ioisture content . the correln· 
t ion is poor: hence. preburn duff depth alone is not a 
reli able predictor. 
Predicted by rire weather indices.-The best equat ions 
ha vi ng NFOR l.OOO·hour moistu re (nil as an indepen· 
dent va riable were: 
DR = 2.698 - 0. 1035 TH 101 
IN = 71. r :.! = 0.58. se = OAII 
DR = 1.773 - 0. 1051 TH + 0.399 OPRE 161 
IN = 119. rt = 0.75. se = 0.3 11 
Although duff probably varies in its time response fo r 
dryi ng. t he NFDH 1.000·hour moisture corre lated 
reasonably well with duff consumption o\"Cr t he range of 
depths studied. For re(!Tession with NFDR 1.000·l;our 
moistu re alone. equat ion 5 provided the best fit to all 
data of any combination of data sel~ . Addition of 
prehurn duff depth to regress ion equation 6. improved 
precis ion for all data set combinations. Equation 6 is the 
most robust for appl ication becaust) it is hased on the 
larges t range in data. Bias averuged less than 0.08 
inches 12 mm) except for Lubn.>cht spring (tab le 31. T he 
range in NFOn I.OOO·hour mois ture 17 to 2f, percen t.! for 
equations 5 and 6 was reasonah ly iarl'e but soml'whu l 
limited on the mois t end of the scnle for extrapolation . 
Lower duff moisture content predicted du ff consump' 
tion with only slightly more precis ion and less bias than 
NFDH 1.000-hour mois ture. which was su rpri s ing he· 
caU~l' ~FDH 1.000·hour rnoistu r(' i!'! only an indicn tor of 
mois ture contenl. Thl' rel ationship between lower duff 
mois ture and NFOIl I.OOO·hour moi ~ t ure (fig. 91 iIIU!l' 
tratc!! the poss ible limit.ations of rcluti ng duff consump· 
tion to fire·danger mois ture models dut> LO thl' imprcci~l' 
BEST CO~Y AVAiLABLf 
association between moisture models and duff moisture 
content. Regression of duff consumpt ion on t he Cana· 
d ian Adj usted Duff Moisture Code IVan Wagner 1974). 
equation 7. was s lightly less precise t han on NFDR 
I.OOO·hour moisture: 
DR = 0.4094 + 0.0070 ADMC 171 
IN = 71. r' = 0.48. so = 0.461 
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Figure 9.- Lower duff moisture content 
versus the NFDR 1.000·hour moisture 
content. 
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Percentage Duff Depth Reduction (DR%) 
Predicted by duff moist ure.- Prior work by Shearer 
11 975) and Norum 09771 at Miller Creek and Lubrecht 
showed similar relationships between percentage duff 
reduct ion and lower duff moisture content. Statistics on 
precis ion. however. were not furnished. We reexamined 
this relationship primarily to estimate sampling preci· 
sion. ScattergT8ms indicated a curvilinear relations hip 
between percentage duff reduction and lower duff mois· 
tu re and t hat the Miller·Newman and Lubrecht fall data 
cou ld be pooled (fig. 10). The best Linear regression fit 
DRV, = 87 .8 - 0.390 LDM 181 
IN = 71. r l = 0.71. se = 14. 11 
High variability in duH consumpt ion at the lower duH 
mois tures made the data difficult to fit . ReciprocaJ and 
logarithmic t ransformations failed to improve fiL. Lik£>-
wise. analysis using MATCHAC URVE (Jensen and 
Homeyer 19701 failed to improve fi t over equation 8. Fi· 
nally. the following segmented regress ion improved pre· 
cision !!ightly and fit Lu brech t fall data with s lightly 
less bias than equation 8 (table 3. fig . 3): 
DR t"r = 97. 1 - 0.519 LOM . LDM :os 160 percent (91 
13.6. LOM > 160 percent 
IN = 71. rl = 0.74 . 5e = IJ.5) 
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Figwe 10.-Percentage du ff depth reduction 
versus lower duff moisture content. Equa· 
tions 8 and 9 and Norum 's (1977) curves are 
grn hed. 
\'he segmented regression is appealing because the 
data form a knee where consumption levels off. and the 
regression avoids unreasonable solutions when applied at 
high moisture contents. 
The best equat ion having entire duff moistu re as an 
independent variable was: 
DR% = 83.7 - 0.426 EDM liD) 
IN = 71. r' = 0.69. s. = 14.71 
Inrluence of s urrace ruel.-Duration of surface fire 
s hould be better than su rface fue l consumption as a 
predictor of du ff consumption. because prehea t ing and 
d rying of duff should relate more closely to duration of 
free-burning fire than to in tensity or other fire charac· 
teristics. In a practical sense this may be a mjnor poin t 
because woody fuel consumption and duration are proba· 
bly positively correlated. We were unable to estimate 
surface fire duration from our data but d id examine the 
s igni ficance of O· to I·inch and O· to J ·inch woody fuel 
preburn loadings and consum ption in regression. 
Preburn loadings of the 0- to :}·inch woody fuel tWT3) 
and the consumed loadings were I ;ghly correlated . In 
the first screening using regressiOT analysis. the preburn 
loading perfonned as well 8."1 consumed loading in explain· 
ing variation. Thus. consumed loading was omitted from 
later regression analyses because in practice it is more 
difficult to determine than preburn loading. Generally. 
O· to J·inch woody fuel was a better predictor t han O· to 
I·inch woody fuel. 
The following equation for the Miller·Newman and 
Lubrecht pooled data sh(lwS an influence of surface fue ls 
that is intermediate to equations for Mi1Ier-Newma n and 
Lubrecht separately: 
DR~, = is.8 - 0.397 LDM + 0.6:;6 WT3 1111 
IN = 79. rZ = 0.66. se = 15.2) 
BEST em AVAILABLE 
In multiple regression analys is. O· to J· inch woody fucl 
wa~ nonsibrnificant when entered after lower duff mois· 
ture for the r.. t iller·Newman datu. but was highly s igni!i· 
Cilll l in the fo llowing equation for the Lubrecht data: 
DH '~ = iO.l - 0.J84 Lll~·t + 3.72 WTJ 1121 
( ~ = II. r: = 0.58. se = 10.5) 
~liller·Nt'wman J ata confirmed Sandberg 's (1080) find· 
ings that once lower duff mois turp was known. woodv 
fuel load ing in s lash had an inconsequential i n fluenc~ on 
duff consumption. Perhaps downed woody slash fuel is 
lC'ss influential on duff consumption because much of it 
I~ ~u s pended above the duff. In naturally occurring 
fuels. such as at I.ubrecht. much of the woody fuel lies 
on the litter and duff. Heat t rans fer between duff and 
wood.y fuel would be more efficiem am..i highly cor· 
related. In thi s s ituation. burnout of woody fuel wou ld 
probably support burnout of the duff. 
We beli eve. due to variabi lity in the data, findings of 
Sandberg 11 9801. and possible bias in the I\Wler·Newman 
data . that the effect of surface fuel consumption on duff 
consumption remai ns poorly quantified. Windspeed and 
shrub load were each regressed on percen tage duff reduc· 
tion after lower duff moisture for combinations of data. 
These variables were eit her nonsignificant or incon· 
s(,(}uentiaJ. 
The preliminary duff consumption gu ideline by Norum 
11 9771. '>ased largely on I.ubrecht data. shows a strong 
influence of surface fuel loading on duH consumpt ion 
lhal has nol been verified by others. It may be appropri· 
ate for natura lly occurring fuels but not in s lash. Also. 
for many prescribed burning s ituations. especially where 
cutting activities have disturbed the ground. it seems 
unlikely that duff consumpt ion would approach 100 pe r· 
cent Ifig. 101. 
Predic ted by fire wea ther ind ices.-The bes t equations 
having NFDR l.OOO·hour moisture as an independent 
variable were: 
DH t·,. = 11 4.i - 4.20 TH IIJI 
IN = 71. r~ = 0.55. se = 17.61 
DH '( = Il iA - 4.69 TH + 0.526 WTJ (14) 
(~ = 11 9. rZ = 0.58. se = 16.4) 
Prediction from fire wea ther indices is imprecise. as il· 
lustrated by the wide scatter of data in figure 11. Sur· 
face fuel loading contributed little to exrlaining varia· 
tion in percentage duff reduct ion and was secondary to 
~FOH 1.000·hour moisture. as shown by equation t4 
and table 3. r\ change of 20 tons/ac re (45 tlha) changes 
percentage du ff reduction by only 10 percent. 
I n an effort to improve the prediction of pe rcentage 
duff reduction using NFDR l.OOO· hour moisture. three 
sets of dat J were created by eliminati ng plots having at 
least 0.05. 0. 10. and 0.25 inches of rain occurring over 
the pas t 5 days. This was expected to reduce vari ability 
between the NFDR l.OOO·hour moisture and duff moisture 
and hence between NFDR 1.000·hour moistu re a nd duff 
consumpt ion. The coefficient of determination and s tan· 
d .ud error terms were impro\'ed s lightly but not enough 
to he of practica l impOl: ance: 
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content. Equ.:!llon ' 3 and Sandberg 's (1980) 
cUlves are graphed. 
Data set r- se N 
Pct 
Eliminate 0.05 inch 0.64 16. 1 87 
Eliminate 0.10 inch .59 16.i 104 
Eliminate 0.25 inch .60 16A III 
All .55 16.9 133 
Similar minor improvements in precision were found 
for the relations hips between duff 'Iepth reduction 
Onchesl and NFDR 1.0OQ·hour moisture. 
Regression of percentage duff reduction on the Cana· 
di an Adjusted Duff Moisture Code. equation 15. was 
s lightly less precise than on NFD R l.OOO·hour mois ture. 
equation IJ: 
OR e; = 21.2 + 0.293 ADMC liS) 
(N = il. rt = 0,49. se = 18.9) 
A linear relationship provided thl' best fit between per· 
centage duff reduction and percentage mineral soil 
exposure: 
DR r( = 15.l + 0.943 J\p"'C' 1161 
IN = 66. r l = 0.85. se = 9.91 
Percentage Mineral Soil Exposure (M%) 
The northern Idaho data were omitted from analy~{'s 
of mineral soil because litt le of it was exposed by fire 
and the effec t or logging di s turbance on mineral soil 
could not be quantified. Duff spike observa tions at 
Miller·Newman and Lubrecht indicated no minerul soil 
exposure before burning. Logging distu rbance did not 
complicate interpreta tion of data nt these sites. 
Pred icted by du H moi ~ lure.-The hes t £it for the rela· 
t ionship between percentage- mineral soil and lower duff 
mois ture. using pooled data for Mi ll er· Newman and 
BEST CO~Y AVM.A6lE 
Lubrecht Ifal!). was provided by the foUowing broken 
line regression Ifig. 121: 
M "o = 80.0 - 0.507 LOM . LOM !S 135 percent 
23.5 - 0.0914 LDM. LDM > 135 percent 
IN = 72. r2 = 0.58. se = 16. 11 
The break between .. egressions fell a t 135 percent. 
which agrees reasonably well wi th observations by 
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Figure 12.-Percentage mineral soil ex· 
posure versus lower duff moisture content. 
Equation 17 is for moderate 10 heavy slash 
and equation 18 primarily for nons/ash. 
Equation 20 Is shown for 5 and 20 tonS/acre 
loadings 01 O· to 3·inch woody fuel. 
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Figure 13. - Percentage mineral soil exposure versus NFDR 
t.OOO·hOur mOis ture con ten t. Confidence bands (broken 
lines) are for one standard error of the mean. 
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Sandberg 119801. Mineral soil exposure varied considera· 
bly when moisture content of lower duff was below 135 
percent. resulting in imprecise pr~ctions. For nonslash 
fuels. some improvement in predic tion may be poss ible 
using equation 18: 
M % = 60.4 - 0.440 LDM 1181 
IN = II. r2 = 0.53. se = 10.0) 
Lower duff moisture content in equation 17 and entire 
duff moisture content in the following equation were 
nearly equally effec tive as predictors of mineral soil 
exposure: 
M% = 167.4 - 31.6 In EDM 1191 
IN = 72. r' = 0.56. se = 16.41 
When O· to 3· inch woody fuel was added to regression. 
t he best fitting equation included spring and fall fires: 
M% = 51.7 - 0.357 LDM + 0.983 WT3 1201 
IN = 80. r' = 0.55. se = 16.71 
Equation 20 suggests t hat woody fuel loading has a 
greater influence on prediction of percentage mineral soil 
than on percentage duff reduction. A change of I ton/acre 
causes percentage mineral soil to change 1 percent. 
Although equation 20 performs reasonably well. the sep. 
arate func tions in figure 8 were suggested for applica· 
tion over equation 20 because they appear to fit the data 
better when lower duff moistures are greater than 100 
percent and less than 30 percent (fig. 12). 
Predicted by fire weather indices.-The relationship be--
tween percentage mineral soil and NFDR 1.000·hour 
moisture displayed considerable variation (fig. 13). Ob· 
servations having low NFDR l.OOO·hOUf moistures were 
scrutinized to explain why apparently dry duff was 
poorly consumed: however. explanations were not found. 
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Figure 14.-Percentage mineral soil ex· 
posure lIersus percentage duff depth reduc· 
Han. Equat ion 23 is graphed. 
A function fitted to pooled data appeared unreasonable. 
thus equat ions for Miller·Newman and Lubrecht (falll 
were derived separately: 
MC-c; = 93.0 - 3.55 TH. Miller·Newman (21) 
IN = 61. r~ = 0.40. se = 20.3) 
M ~, = 94.3 - 4.96 TH. Lubrecht fall 1221 
IN = 11. r2 = 0.36. se = 11.7) 
Addition of o· to 3·inch woody fuel loading to regres· 
sion analysis resulted in coefficients that were either 
nonsignificant or of very small consequence. Regression 
with a stratification of NFDR l.OOO·hour moisture servo 
ing as dummy variables also failed to improve prediction 
over regression without dummy variables. 
Predicted by percentage duU consumption.-The rela· 
tionship between percentage mineral soil and percentage 
duff reduction. which is the reverse of figure 7, is 
described by: 
MC"{" = - 8.98 + 0.899 DR C'(, 1231 
IN = 66. r' = 0.85 ". = 9.61 
This relationship (fig. 14) suggests that burnout of 
duff proceeds both downward and laterally. If duff 
burned only downward. little mineral soil would haw 
been exposed until duff was reduced 40 percent or more. 
and thi s was not found . The pattern of burnout probably 
depends on moisture content of duff at microsi tes and 
heating from surface fire. Duff moisture content varies 
considerably over short distances (Hillhouse fHld Potts 
19821. which complicates the burnout processes. 
Other Independent Variables 
Reaction intensity !BtU/ff .!/s). computed by Rothermel's 
(1972) fire spread model. was used as an independent 
vari able in regression analysis for seven data set combi· 
nations. Reaction in tensi ty was computed from load ings 
of O· to 3·inch downed woody material . shrubs. tL"ld 
herbaceous vegetation: thus. it is a measure of surface 
fire intensity. Reaction intensity was ei ther nonsignifi· 
cant or weakly correlated with duff depth reduction. per· 
cen tage duff depth reduction. and percentage mineral 
soil exposure. Overall. reaction intensity was not a use· 
ful predictor. which was not surprising because it 
represents energy release only frOM the propagating 
fl ame front. 
Regression with DuH Moisture Code. Drought Code. 
and Adjusted Duff Moisture Code of the Canadian For· 
est Fire Weather Index IVan Wagner 1974 ) as indepen ' 
dent variables showed the ADMC to be the best predic· 
tor of duH consumption. In all data sels analyzed. 
however. the NFDR l.OOO·hour moisture provided a 
slightly more precise relationship with duH consumption 
than did the ADMC 1appendix IV). The NFDR 
I.OOO-hour moisture also was more highly correlat.OO 
with lower duH moistue than were the Canadian duH 
moisture codes (appendix IV). This probably explains 
why it was a more precise predictor of duff consumption. 
Testing Equations 
Sandberg's (19801 research in partially cut Douglas· fir 
slas h offered the only opportunity we found to compare 
findings involving the NFDR 1.000·hour moisture as a 
predictor. A comparison of equations derived in our 
study and by Sandberg for predicting percentage duff 
depth reduction are shown in figure 11. The differences 
between our findings and Sandberg's are large enough to 
be puzzling. Perhaps most of the difference would be 
eliminated if our data set contained higher observa tions 
of NFDR l.OOO·hour moisture. A comparison of equa· 
tions for predicting percentage mineral soil exposure 
shows reasonable agreement between Miller·Newman 
slash and Sandberg's slash over a portion of the in· 
dependent variable (fig. 13). Again. however. the agree-
ment between equations would probably be better if the 
range in data included larger values of NFDR l.OOO·hour 
moisture. Figure 13 suggests that cutting activity may 
influence the relationship between mineral soil exposure 
and t he NFDR l.OOO·hour moisture. 
The relationship between percentage mineral soil and 
percentage duff reduction ·eported by Sandberg 11980) 
agrees closely with ours. n e fitted percentage duH 
reduction as a squared term. Our equation with percent· 
age duff reduction as a squared term resulted in almost 
identical precision to the untransformed variable in equa· 
t ion 23. 
Besides Sandberg 's (1980) work in partially cut 
Douglas· fir slash. already discussed. several other 
studies on duff consumption were adequately 
documented for test ing accuracy of equations. Predicted 
vnlues from our equat ions were compared with va lues 
reported from the studies in table 4. 
The performance of the equations is summarized in 
table 5. The num ber of tests per equation differed be· 
cause information required for computing predictions 
was not equally 8v.tilabJe for all equations. Equation 2 
for predict ing duff depth reduction performed well (fig. 
15). One observat ion by Ryan 11 9821 was underes timated 
T.ble 4. -DescrlpUon 01 sludies used 10 lesl equations 
Overstory Number 
Study Location Iype Fuel observat ions 
Harringlon (1981) Santa Calalina Ponderosa pine Nonslash 
Mlns .. AZ 
ArHey and olhers (1918) Flalhead N.F .. La rch! Slash 
MT Douglas - l ir 
Utile and olhers (1982) Willamelte N.F., Douglas - l ir Slash 
OR 
Ryan (1982) Flathead N.F .. Engelmann Slash 
MT spruce. 
Douglas - lir. 
larch 
Table S.-Comparlson of predicted values from selected equations with observed values 
Irom olher sl.udles. The variables are dull depth reducllon (OR), percentage duff 
de~lh reductIOn (OR%), percentage mineral soil exposure (M%), lower duff 
mOlslure content (lOM). and entire dull moisture content (EOM) 
AverlgeZ 
Dependent Independent Number Average AVlrloe
' 
perclnt 
Equation varl.ble uriable tests ob .. rved dlflerence difference 
DR LDM 10 0.16 inch 0.12 Inch 
-. 
DR EDM • .13 inch .35 inch 63 OR~ LDM 16 38.3"'r - 2.81(-
- 2' 
OR"', LOM 16 38.3"'r - 1.2% - 14 
10 DR", F )M 21 co,. :$.0 1"0 39 
17 M% (.QM 14.51;' 6.6t-o 39 
19 M e, EDM 14.5<; 6.4% 37 
23 M e, OR"'"o 14.5 "'"11 4.3% 21 
~Average 0' observed minus predicted values. 
Average 01 (observed minus predlcled)lobserved values expressed as percenlage. One Ryan 0 ... · 
servallon was omilled be-cau~e II computed as an tnfintte dillerence. 
.00 
'" 
... 
." 1.00 
F,gure 'S -Compaflson 01 duff depth reduc· 
t ion va lues observed by Artley and others 
( t978). Little and o,hers ( '982}. and Ryan 
( 1982}. table 4. Wllh prc!1icUons 'rom equa· 
lion 2 PR[DICTED DUfF D[PT~R[[)(JCT 'ON"NI 
L" I. .. 
15 
BEST em AVAILABLE 
cons iderably. but not surprisingly. cons idering that ap' 
prox imately 25 tons acre 156 tlha) of large woody mate· 
rial was also consumed. I t seems reasonab le to eXp<'cl in-
crt.'ast!d du ff consumption where burnout of large 
quanti t ies o f downed woody fuels provides prolonged 
hea ting of duff. Equation 9 for predicting percentage 
duH depth reduct ion performed well O\'er a wide ran ge 
(fig. 16). Pa rticularly interesting was the close agre<>ment 
between predictions and Harrington 's 11 9811 obsen 'o , 
tions in ponderosa pine. In contrast. the northern Ida ho 
ponderosa pine was difficult to pred ict usi ng any func-
tion . The reason for the d isparity in fit is probably due 
in part to logging disturbance. Harrington's 11 98 11 pon· 
derosa pine s tands were undisturbed. whereas t he north· 
ern Idaho stands had been selec ti vely logged. Possibly 
anot her d ifference is due to a grea ter preburn duff depth 
in Harrington' s stands compared to northern Idaho 
where preburn duff deptl- was margi nal for consis tent 
(.'ombus tion under any condit ions. 
Overal l. the equations performed well. Most differences 
between observed and pred icted values were within one 
s ta ndarrl error of the mean of the tested equations. 
These tes ts lend confidence to use of the equations ovcr 
thc broad range of conditions suggested in the sect ion 
on ~It anagement Applications. 
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PRED ICTED OUff DEPTH REDUCTI ON tpeTl 
FIgure 16. -Comoartson o f duff del1/h reduc· 
' ,on values observed by Artley and others 
(/97B), Hafflnglon (1gB'). lillie and o thers 
(19821. and Ryan (/982). table 4. with I1redlc , 
lions {rom eQuation 9. 
100 
16 
Small Woody Fuels 
Absolute consumption .- As also reported by Norum 
(197 61 and Beaufait and others 11 9771. amount of fu el 
("onsumed was s trong ly dependent on fuel louding before 
burn ing . table 5. Other independent variables analyzed 
were pre bu rn loadings of shru bs. herbaceous vegetation. 
litter. and combinat ions of these: mois ture content varia· 
bles. windspeed. foli age remaining on slash. reaction in· 
tensity. and ignition met hod. All independent variables 
were either nonsigniricant or cont ributed little to the 
consumption model beyond the contribution of preburn 
load ing. 
Percentage consumption.-Percentage consumption 
was weakly correlated ..... itb all independent variables 
s tudied. Even fuel moisture conLent. which strongly uf-
fects combustion. was a weak. often illogically cvrrelaled 
predictor. possibly because of bias in the Miller-Newman 
data. The limited mois ture content measurements t aken 
there prior to burning were highly va riable and may 
hove masked any true relationship between fuel con-
Sl: mption and moistu re content. 
A trend in percentage consumpt ion. however. did ap-
pear ttable 71. For moderate to heavy slash IMN). per-
cen tage consumption was uniformly hig h at 86 percent 
for o· to I-inch and 8 1 percent for O· to 3- inch wood" 
fuels. For light woody fuels IN I and L). percentage ~on­
sumption varied subs tan t iaJly and averaged 48 percent 
fo r O· to I -inch and 46 percent for O· to J·inch. Based on 
the rangt: in data ttable 2) . a high percentage consump-
t ion can be expected for O· to 3-inch preburn loadings 
gTealer t han about 10 to ns/acre nnd \'arinble but less 
consumption for loadings under about 10 tons/acre. This 
is consistent witb a state·of·knowledge review by Martin 
and others 119791 who reported that s las h consumption 
in c1earcuts averaged 70 to 90 pert'cnt for small woody 
fuels. Observations in nonslash fuels from t he Wcster~ 
United States varit'd considerably. 
Large Woody Fuels 
Consumption of large woody fuels. like small woody 
fuels, related closely to preburr. f~el load ings. I.ower duff 
moisture content and the NFOR I .OOO·hour mois tu re en· 
tered as second ind~pendent variables were either nOIl-
s ignificant or illogically correlated. The best equation 
based on Lubrecht was: 
CWTLG = - 2.7 + 0.79 WT1.G 1321 
IN = 20. r~ = 0.72. se = 6.641 
Both absolute and percentage consu mption for ti le 
Lubrccht data were weak ly and inconclus ivelv correlated 
with NFOR l.OOO-hour moisture nd lower d~ff mois· 
ture. The relationship between percentage (" onsumption 
and large fue l load was also \· Ilb~e . Plotted northern 
Idaho data revealed a lack of relationships alllong per· 
centage consumption and the independent varia bles li n-
cluding T H. WTLG . and \\''1'31. O\1t.' to this and the nar-
row range in large fu el loadings. fu rther ana lyses were 
not attempted. 
Table 5.-Equat ions for consumption of 0 - to 1 - inCh (CW71 ) and 0 - to 3 - Inch (CWT3) downed woody 'uels as 
'unctions 0' preburn loading 0' 0 - to 1- inCh (WTl) and 0 - to 3 - Inch (WT3) downed woody fuels 
Range In 
Equation 100 Ise) prebum 
number Data .ouree .. .e y foadlng Equations 
Tons I acre Tons I acrB 
24 Miller - Newman 0.94 0.464 7.6 65 3.44 - 14.80 cwn .. (i . 195 ~ 0.831 wn 
25 Miller - Newman .82 2.008 12.6 65 12.84 - 3580 CWT3 .. - 1.24 ... 0.873 WT3 
26 Lubrecht .76 .198 44.2 20 .55 - 2.13 CWT1 .. - 0.496 + 0.920 wn 
27 Lubrechl .75 .831 64 .0 20 1.33 - 7.68 CWT3 .. - 1.751 - 0.925 WT3 
28 Northern Idaho .94 .363 53.8 48 .03 - 10.27 CWTl - - 0.278 + 0.926WTl 
29 Norlhern Idaho .93 .415 52.6 48 .10 - 11.06 CWT3 '" - 0.396 + 0.918 WT3 
30 All studies .98 .416 12.6 ' 33 .03 - 14.80 CWTl - - 0.269 ... 0.890 wn 
31 All s tudies .97 1.503 18.2 133 .10 - 35.80 CWT3 - - 0.670 + 0.845 WT3 
Tabl. 7.-Preburn and consumed loadings for 0 - to 1 - inCh and 0 - 10 3 - Inch downed 
woody fuels 
Coefficient 0 1 
M.an Standard deviation variation 
Fue' MH L. H. MH L. N. 
0 - to 1 - inch load 
Preburn, Ions/acre 7.13 1.03 2.29 1.30 
Consumed, lonSiacre 6.12 .61 1.96 1.25 
Consumed. percent 86.2 48.1 7.4 35.4 
0 - 10 3 -inch toad 
Preburn, tons/acre 19.68 1.88 4.88 1.84 
Consumed, tons/acre 15.94 .94 4.70 1.58 
Consumed. percent 80.6 45.5 10.6 33.3 
Percentage consumption from diameter reduction.-
Sandberg and Oltmar 11983) developed a method of es-
timating percentage volume reduction based on the rela-
tionship between diameter reduction and NFDR 
l.OOO-hour moisture. The relationship was derived from 
experimentaJ burns in cable-yarded logging slash. 
Although their method was based on slash, we tested 
it using Norum', nonslash Lubrecht data. Predicted unit 
consumption was computee' using root-mean·squared di· 
ameter and NFDR l.000·hour moisture in their al-
gorithm (Sandberg and Ottmar 1983). Observed vaJues 
were percentage consumption uni t averages. The model 
substantiaJly underpredict.ed: percentage consumption as 
shown in the following tabulation of averages: 
Mean 
Range 
Observed Predicted Diffe rence 
64 28 36 
o to 99 16 to 50 -25 to 80 
17 
IAN L, NI 
_ .. Percen' .... 
32 126 
32 205 
8.6 74 
25 98 
30 168 
13 73 
The underprediction is probably due to a high degree 
of rot in the fuels at Lubrecht and perhaps more contact 
between fuel pieces and the forest floor. At Lubrecht. 85 
percent of the large fuels were classed as rotte!l lean be 
kicked apart with the foot) . Rotten fuels were excluded 
from Sandberg and Ottmar's analysis. This may explain 
the greater than predicted consumption at Lubrecht. be-
cause burnout of rotten fuel should be more complete 
than sound fuel. Contact with a smoldering forest floor 
would aJso enhance burnout of large woody pieces. Fuels 
in place for long periods such as the naturally accumu· 
lated ones at Lubrecht would normally have more con· 
tac t with duff than logging slash. 
Sandberg and Ottmar's model was further tested using 
two slash fires !Ryan 1982). Results were a smaJl over· 
prediction 18 percent) for sound fuel and a large under· 
prediction 142 percent) for rotten fuel. These tests cer· 
tainly indicate that adjustments to Sandberg and 
Oumar's model are needed if it is applied to rotten large 
woody fue ls. 
A t~T rnlv AI/A U lD. r 
CONCLUSIONS 
This paper provides land managers a quantit ative 
means of pred icting duff and woody fu el consumption 
that can be especially use ful in planning prescribed fires. 
Tests of the duff consumption relationships against 
other data suggest wide application is possible. The 
predictions should be reasonably accurate where dun is 
continu ,,;us and averages more than 0.5 inch (1 .3 cm) 
deep. Applica tion of results is not recommended in open 
s tands where duff is discontinuous. 
Duff moisture content was by far the most influential 
variable on duff consumption . Load ings of small woody 
fu els also influenced duff consumption but to a lesser ex-
tent. Quantifica tion of this influence remains poorly 
unders tood. The NFDR l.OOO·hour mois ture related more 
closely to duff consumption than did the Canadian duff 
moisture codes. The NFDR l.OOO-hour moist.ure should 
be helpful for developing fire prescriptions. The relation· 
ship between percentage mineral soil exposure and per· 
centage Quff redu-:tion indicates that duff consumption 
involves both downward and lateral movement of the 
combust ion interface. Consumption of small woody fuels 
can be explained s imply as most of these fuels are con· 
~'umed 180 to 90 percent) wherever fire spreads. 
To improve knowledge for predicting and understand· 
ing fuel consumption. the primary factors influencing 
large fuel burnout on a practical area basis need to be 
identified and their relationships to consumption quanti· 
fied. The relationships between duff consumption. log-
ging di s turbance. and consumption of small and large 
woody fuels need better definition . The need for more 
prec ise knowledge to predict duff consumption will grow 
as future utilization leaves less woody surface fu (,1 to 
support fire and as presc ribed fire objectives become 
more closely tied to integrated land management 
objecti ves. 
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APPENDIX I ADJUSTING FUEL 
DIAMETER CLASSES 
I n all studies. loadings of downed woody materi al were 
determined using the planar intersect method where 
counts of particles by diameter class arc converted to 
loadings tBrown 1974 1. To convert particle count data 
from o· to OA·inch to· to I-cm) and 004· to 4·inch (I . to 
10·cm) classes used in the I\liller· Newman study to the 
conventional classes. it was assumed that t he frequency 
of fuel pieces by diameter could be represented by a sin· 
gle probability distribution (fig.17). The relati ve fre-
quency of in tercepts in the diameter classes in (AI was 
part itioned into the diameter classes in (8) (fig. ) 7) ud ng 
dots on diamet.crs from randomly intersected particles. 
>- A 
~ 
~ 
>-
;;; 
'" ~ ~ 
B 
DI M.'£TER tiNt 
FIgure 17. - Fuel partlcl p diameter distribu· 
tions showmg the SIze classes used at 
Mlller·Newman rA) and the conventional di· 
ameter classes used in the other studies tB}. 
10 
Allocating intercepts to the ().. to I. ·inch dass. - Using 
data from a study by Brown and Roussopoulos (1974). it 
was determined that 95 percent of the intercepts in the 
o· to O.4·inch class were less than one- fourth inch. The 
adjusted frequency for the o· to I.-i nch class is then 0.95 
times t he frequency of intercept.s in the O· to OA-inch 
class. It follows that t he remaining intc;-cepts in the o· 
to 0.4-inch class would be part of the I •. to I·inch class. 
Allocating intercepts to the I • . to i·inch c1ass.- This 
class includes intercepts from the upper end of the 0- to 
OA-inch class and a port ion of the 0.4· to 4-inch class. 
The proportion of fuel pieces between 0.4 and 1 inch was 
calculated by species using intercept data from the 
Miller Creek and Newman Ridge Study Uable 81. The al-
location of intercepts at a given sampie point can be ex-
pressed by: 
, 
Y L = 0.05 XL + X:! lj;, PJRIL ) 
where 
Y L = frequency of intercepts allocated to the I~ . to 
i ·inch class 
XL = sample frequency for the o· to OA·inch class 
X .. = sample frequency for the 0.4- to 4-inch class 
p. = fraction of slash estimated to be the lh spec ies 
R,./= fraction of jth species 0.4- to 4·inch class that is 
0.4 to 1 inch. 
Allocating intercepts to the 1· to J·inch dass. - This 
class is t he mid-portion of the 0.4· to 4·inch class. It can 
be expressed as: 
, 
V:! = X :! l j ~,PJ R ,) 
where 
Y .. = frequency of intercepts alloca ted to the 1- to 
3·inch· class 
Ri.:! = fraction of the j lh species 0.4· to 4-inch class 
that is I to 3 inches. 
Table a.-Fractions 01 par ticle Intercepts by species and diameter classes 
at Mi ller Creek and Newman Ridge 
Dlameler classes 
0.4 to 1 Inch 1 to 3 Inches 3 to 4 Inches 
Species (1 to 2.5 cm) (2.5 to 7.6 em) (7.6 to 10 em) 
• Western larch 0.43 0.55 0.02 
Douglas·fir 
.4' .51 .05 
Subalp ine IIr .53 .44 .03 
Grand fir 53 44 03 
Lodgepole pine 44 50 .06 
Engelmann 
spruce .71 .28 .01 
Ponderosa pine .63 .36 .01 
WeSlern redcedar .63 36 .01 
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APPENDIX II. CORRELATIONS AMONG VARIABLES APPENDIX III . EQUATIONS IN METRIC UNITS 
r.bl, g.-Simple correlation coefficients ' between transformed and unlransformed dull consumption variables Tabl, to.-Metrlc units lor eQuations and related statistics on precis ion and bias 
Oep41ndent Ind'l!!ndenl un.blu Equ.tlon D.t. Sid. Root me.n agu.r. {O - p~ 
v,rt.bl, EDM lIEDM LDM lILDM TH WT3 In (WT3) RI ADMC DPRE DR ~., In (DR C'"" , number sourc. Equatlon l e,..,r MN Lf L. NI 
MlII,r - N,wm. n ........... _-.-...... _. . ... Centimeters · ............................ 
OR - 0.791 0.777 - 0.811 0.749 - 0 .793 - 0.181 - 0.159 0.108 0.664 0.132 MN, l f OR • 2.612 - 0.0225 LOM + 0.417 OPAE 0.80 0.75 0.97 1.88 
In DR -.740 .671 -.768 .673 -.674 -.053 -.029 .203 .520 .244 MN OR .. 4.574 - 0.0201 LOM .87 .86 1.78 
1.26 
,~ 
-.829 .787 -.857 .774 -.794 -. 151 -. 130 .154 .638 .140 MN, Lf DR .. 2.238 - 0.0244 EOM + 0.439 OPAE .85 .80 
1.00 2.19 2.33 
. g~ .90 1.92 1.38 2.90 DRlf -.840 .813 - .853 .795 -.749 -. 167 -. 148 .143 .647 -. 114 MN DR .. ~ 272 - 0.0215 EOM 
In OR"'r -.830 .753 -.847 -. 118 MN. L, OR • 6.854 - 0.263 TH 1.05 .90 1.56 
1.17 1.32 
.753 -.691 - .090 .198 .544 .002 
.78 .91 .93 1.73 .50 
,lfi'!"> -.862 .810 - .878 MN, Lt, NI OR .. 4.503 - 0.267 TH + 0.399 OPRE .801 -.739 -. 156 -. 133 .171 .609 -.082 1.16 1.01 1.71 .69 1.64 Me, 
-.738 .769 - .785 .738 -.635 -.281 -.255 .040 .534 -.011 0.928 0.791 MN, L, OR .. 1.04 + 0.0179 AOMe 
................ Percen r In M"", -.780 .765 - .843 .758 -.642 -.282 -.261 .067 .499 -.076 .887 .820 OR ... 87.8 - 0.390 LOM 14.1 14.4 11.5 28.5 ,~ -.774 .783 -.832 .764 - .645 -.291 -.267 .048 .518 -.047 .922 .821 MN, L, 
Lubrechl fall MN. L, OR% .. 97.1 - 0.519 LOM. LOM :!O l60% 
.. 13.6. LOM > lSO% 13.5 13.6 11 .6 27.8 
OR -.445 .160 -.367 .163 -.670 .727 .615 .916 .379 .839 10 MN, L, OR% .. 83.7 - 0.426 EOM 14.7 14.9 11 .7 33.1 51.3 
In OR -.453 .213 -.385 .215 -.648 .642 .565 .824 .348 .770 11 MN. L" L, OR% .. 75.8 - 0.397 LOM + 0.2927 WT3 15.2 14.6 12.3 19.6 ,~ - .454 .189 -.379 .191 -.f62 . 687 .591 .875 .363 .812 12 L, OR% .. 70.2 - 0.384 LOM + 1.660 WT3 10.5 59.4 8.9 22.2 
OR ""r -.573 .477 -.613 .493 - .598 .463 .371 .709 .525 .360 13 MN. L, OR% .. 114.7 - 4.20 TH 17.6 18.2 11.7 26.9 19.3 
In OR e;. -.472 .402 - .530 .422 - .532 .453 .399 .639 .494 .308 14 MN.lt. NI OR% .. 11 1.4 - 4.69TH + 0.2347WT3 16.4 19.3 11.9 18.5 12.4 
,lm'f" 
-.525 .441 - .574 .460 - .568 .460 .386 .677 .512 .336 15 MN. lt OR% .. 21.2 + 0.293 AOMC 18.9 19.6 12.2 17.2 23.4 
M'< -.616 .653 -.727 .679 -.597 .137 .005 .442 .677 .041 .849 .832 16 MN. lt OR~" .. 15.2 ... 0.948 M% 9.9 8.0 15.7 5.4 
In M"'r -.352 .346 -.462 .376 -.412 .311 .299 .428 .510 .075 .845 .919 17 MN. lt M"' .... eo.O - 0.507 LDM. LOM s 135% ,~ -.509 .521 - .624 .551 -.529 .235 .156 .460 .618 .069 .886 .9 12 .. 23.5 - 0.0914 LOM, LOM > 135"'0 16.1 15.7 17.0 28.3 
lubrecht spring 18 L, M% '"' 60.4 - 0.440 LOM 10.0 27.3 9.1 17.4 
and 'all 19 MN · lt M% .. 167.4 - 31 .6 In (EOM) 16.4 16.5 14.6 33.5 
OR -. 107 .037 - .322 20 MN. lt. L, Mec .. 51.7 - 0.357 LOM + 0.4386 WT3 16.7 17.3 9.2 
16.8 
.195 - .645 .680 .574 .520 .448 .518 
In OR -.031 .021 -.301 .205 -.632 .586 .517 .360 21 MN M("c .. 93.0 - 3.55 TH 20.3 20.0 21 .3 32.2 .441 .407 11.7 30.9 10.6 14.4 ,~ -.072 .032 - .316 .203 -.643 .636 .549 .443 .446 .486 22 L, M% .. 94.3 - 4.96 TH 9.6 7.9 15.2 7.5 
OR""" -. 140 .217 -.493 .421 -.610 .449 .365 .204 .515 .060 23 MN, L, M% .. - 8.98 + 0.899 OR% 
In OR """ -.071 .159 -.461 .373 -.562 .387 .321 .080 .472 -.016 
tlha ... 
.. 0.437 + 0.831 WT1 1.039 1.019 1.366 1.456 1.210 
, lm'f" - .104 .187 - .478 .397 -.589 .422 .348 .144 .497 .022 24 MN CWT1 
Mev 
-.276 .428 -.572 .598 -.588 .244 .137 .132 25 MN CWT3 · - 2.779 • 0.873 WT3 4.500 4.429 1.612 2.265 
2.220 
.560 -. 133 .900 .867 
- 1. 112 + 0.920 WT l .444 1.120 .427 .427 .944 In M l( 
-. 149 .268 -.442 .4 11 -.398 .240 .186 .023 .338 -.203 .820 .840 26 CWTl . 
,~ -. 194 .335 -.507 27 CWT3 · - 3.924 .... 0.925 WT3 1.862 4.620 1.572 1.974 3.164 .499 -.489 .270 .192 .087 .430 -. 176 .879 .871 
28 NI CWT1 . - 0.623 ... 0.926 WT1 .813 .549 .628 .673 .809 Nonhem Idaho 
29 NI CWT3 · -0.887 .... 0.918 WT3 .930 5.926 3.094 3.877 .919 
OR -. 182 .038 -.541 .021 .272 . 131 .525 .734 30 MN, L, NI CWT1 .. - 0.602 + 0.890 WT 1 .932 1.075 .583 .628 .809 
In OR - .169 .089 -.528 -.068 .249 .086 .531 .706 31 MN, L, NI CWT3 · - 1.501 • 0.845 WT3 3.368 4.422 2.175 2.958 1.256 ,~ 
- .269 .144 -.589 .026 .312 .184 .581 .144 32 L CWTLG . - 6.05 ... 0.79 WTLG 14.9 
ORt;. -.371 .300 -.656 .047 .346 .256 .865 .489 
In OR"'" -.413 .349 -.602 .082 .370 .281 .612 .360 l OR. OPRE: cm 
,lfi'!"> - .405 .337 - .634 .066 .360 .274 .645 .419 WTI . WT3. WTlG. CWT1 . CWT3. CWTLG. l/ha 
lSlonlllcance levels lor r al 90 and 95 percen l levels listed respectively are 0.21 1 and O.i SO. MN: 0.521 and 0.602. l,; 0.389 and 0.456. L, : and 0 243 
anti 0288. NI 
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APPENDIX IV. COMPARING FIRE WEATHER INDICES 
T.bf. 11 .-Statist ics lor comparing regression relationships between fire weather Indices and 
duff consumption 
o.t. 
••• 
l , 
MN 
MN. L, 
Nt 
L, 
MN 
MN. L, 
Nt 
L,. Nt 
All 
L, 
MN 
MN. L, 
MN. L 
0.05 
.30 
.28 
.28 
.61 
.08 
Incl'! 
0.71 
.49 
.55 
.26 
. 39 
.57 
Pel 
0.00 15.3 
.23 23.' 
. 15 24.4 
.44 11.3 
.54 12.6 
.03 24.2 
0.01 14.6 
.23 23.1 
.03 24.5 
Duff Depth Reduction 
Inch 
0.14 0.67 
.44 .44 
.34 .51 
.28 .26 
.33 .5' 
.33 .49 
Duff Depth Reduction 
Pel 
0.28 13.0 
.28 22.3 
.44 19.9 
.44 11 .3 
.51 13.0 
.43 18.9 
Mineral Soil Exposure 
0.46 10.8 
.28 22.2 
.29 21.0 
Lower Duff Moisture Contenl 
ACMe 
--..------.. 
Inch 
0.'2 0.68 
.54 .40 
.48 .47 
. 28 .26 
.40 .47 
.37 .48 
Pel 
0.26 12.7 
.49 19.9 
.53 18.2 
.45 11.2 
.56 12.6 
.42 18.7 
0.44 11 .0 
.35 21 .' 
.33 20.3 
0.30 45.5 0.39 42.3 
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Inch 
0.45 0.54 
.63 .36 
.58 .43 
.29 .26 
.68 .35 
.55 .42 
Pel 
0.36 12.3 
.56 '8.5 
.61 16.6 
.43 11 .4 
.64 11.5 
.59 16.1 
0.36 11.7 
.40 20.4 
.37 19.8 
0.53 37.1 
Brown. James K. ; Marsden. Michael A.: Ryan. Kevin C.; Reinhardt . Elizabeth O. 
Predicting duff and woody fuel consumed by prescribed fire in the Northern 
Rocky Mountains. Research Paper tNT·337. Ogden. UT: U.S. Department of 
Agriculture. Forest Service. Intermountain Forest and Range Experiment Sta· 
tion; 1985. 23 p. 
Relat ionships for predicting duff reduction. mineral soil exposure, and con· 
sumption of downed woody fuel were determined to assist in planning 
prescribed fires. Independent variables included iower and entire du~f moisture 
contents. loadings of downed woody fuels . duff depth. National Fire·Danger Rat· 
ing System 1.000·hour moisture content. and Canadian Duff Moisture Codes . 
Results apply to a number of mesic forest cover types . 
KEYWORDS: fuel consumpt ion, duff. downed woody fuel . forest fuels . 
prescribed fire 
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The Intermountain Station, headquartered In Ogden, Utah, Is one 
ol eight regional experiment stations charged with providing scien-
tific knowledge to help resource managers meet human needs and 
protect forest and range ecosystems. 
The Intermountain Station Includes the States of Montana, 
Idaho, Utah, Nevada, and western Wyoming. About 231 million 
acres, or 85 percent, of the land area In the Station territory are 
classified as forest and r\lngeland. These lands Include grass-
lands, deserts, shrublands, alpine areas, and well-stocked forests. 
They supply fiber for forest Industries; minerals for energy and In-
dustrial development; and water for domestIc and Industrial con-
sumption. They also provide recreation opportunities for millions 
of visitors each year. 
Field programs and research work units ot the Station are main-
tained In: 
Boise, Idaho 
Bozeman, Montana (In cooperutlon with Montana State 
University) 
Logan, Utah (In cooperation with Utah State University) 
Missoula, Montana (In cooperation with the University 
of Montana) 
Moscow, Idaho (In cooperation with the University of 
Idaho) 
Provo, Utah (In cooperation with Brigham Young Univer· 
slty) 
Reno, Nevada (In cooperation with the University of 
Nevada) 
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